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translated speech between his mother and his wife. For a living, he develops quality software. This Quran
translation is available in two editions. This edition (A) uses the word "Allah" to refer to the Creator. Edition (B)
uses the word "God". Quran Sura 91. The Sun. ash-Shams. In the name of Allah, the Gracious, the Merciful. 1. By
the sun and its radiance. 2. And the moon as it follows it. 3. And the day as it reveals it. 4. And the night as it
conceals it. 5. And the sky and He who built it. 6. And the earth and He who spread it. 7. And the soul and He who
proportioned it. 8. And inspired it with its wickedness and its righteousness. 9. Successful is he who purifies it. 10.
Failing is he who corrupts it. 11. Thamood denied in its pride. 12. When it followed its most wicked. 13. The
messenger of Allah said to them, "This is the she-camel of Allah, so let her drink." 14. But they called him a liar,
and hamstrung her. So their Lord crushed them for their sin, and leveled it. 15. And He does not fear its sequel.
The Quran is the last Book from the Creator. It contains guidance, mercy, and healing. The Quran is a blessing,
within reach.
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Towards Understanding the Qur'an - Sayyid Abul A'la Mawdudi - 2016-12-15
An immense understanding of the Qur’an is offered here, a vast treasure of knowledge and deep insight and a
valuable exposition of some social, political, economic and legal teachings of the Qur’an. But what makes this
work unique is that it presents the Qur’an as a book to be lived by. With thousands of notes, an introduction and
comprehensive index.
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Perhaps the best Quran English translation. It is clear, easy to read, and very faithful to the Arabic original. It
closely follows the Arabic text, and often reminds the reader of the Arabic original. It uses today's English
language, and today's English vocabulary, thus it is easy to read and understand. The flow is smooth, the sentence
structure is simple, the meaning is clear. This Quran translation has no interpretations, no footnotes, and no
explanations. It is a pure translation of the Quran, from Arabic to English, and it does not try to emphasize any
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Aisha - Resit Haylamaz - 2013-03-01
This book portrays one of the most significant personalities in the history of Islam. Taking the misunderstandings
and defamation about her into consideration, Aisha needs to be understood correctly. This study by Dr Resit
Haylamaz, an expert on the life of the Prophet and his leading Companions, reflects her life in various aspects
based on reliable reports. The book clarifies her critical role at establishing the Islamic teaching, with particular
reference to her role in the transmission of private matters concerning women and marital relations, as well as
recording the authentic sayings of the Prophet. As her sensitivity at practicing religion is related in a rich variety
of examples, much disputed issues like her marriage age and her stance about Ali ibn Abi Talib are covered as
separate topics.
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The Right Way - Ibn Taymiyyah - 2018-10-08
The author has presented the Islamic guidelines as regards to issues like celebrating religious festivals, going to
the graves, making supplications, offering prayers, the acts of worship etc. A summarized version is being
presented.
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Muhammad, Man and Prophet - Adil Salahi - 1995
The biogragraphy of the Prophet Muhammad. An easy and wonderful read.

The Dictionary of the Holy Qurʻân - Abdul Mannān Omar - 2005-01-01
1- Easy to find and ascertain the real, classical, and root meaning of all the Quranic Words.2- All root-words of the
Holy Quran with their derivatives have been included in it.3- Efforts have been made to highlight various shades
of meaning.4- Two indexes have been provided: Index #1- The Quranic Words. Each Quranicword is
ALPHABETICALLY arranged (according to the Arabic alphabets), with the cross reference to the basic `rootwords'. (This Index # 1 is helpful for the beginners).Index # 2 - Basic Quranic Root-words. All the Quranic
basic`root-words' arranged alphabetically (according to the Arabic alphabets).5- Authentic and Comprehensive.
The etymology, the function, and wherever applicable the abbreviations are also given from the most authentic
sources, with explanatory notes, grammatical comments, and examples in phrase and poetry.6- Classical Arabic
Dictionaries combined in one. Some of theclassical dictionaries used: Al-Mufradat fi Gharib Al-Quran by Abdul
Qasim al-Husain al-Raghib; Lisan al-Arab by Jamal al-Din Abu al-Fadzl Muhmmad bin Mukarram bin Manzur; Taj
al-Arus min Jawahir al Qamus by Muhammad al MurtadzaHusaini; The Arabic English Lexicon by Edward W. Lane
etc.7- Appendices: Appendix # 1- An Overview of the Dictionary. This has number of articles. Appendix # 2System of Punctuation. Appendix # 3- System of Transliteration of the Arabic Words.8- Deluxe gift edition: Silver
page edges. Leather-flex binding.
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Fī Ẓilāl Al-Qurʼān - Sayyid Quṭb - 2009
Sayyid Qutb's tafsir, commentary on the Qur'an.
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The Masnavi of Rumi, Book Two - Jalaloddin Rumi - 2020-02-20
Jalaloddin Rumi's Masnavi-ye Ma'navi, or 'Spiritual Couplets', composed in the 13th Century, is a monumental
work of poetry in the Sufi tradition of Islamic mysticism. For centuries before his love poetry became a literary
phenomenon in the West, Rumi's Masnavi had been revered in the Islamic world as its greatest mystical text.
Drawing upon a vast array of characters, stories and fables, and deeply versed in spiritual teaching, it takes us on
a profound and playful journey of discovery along the path of divine love, toward its ultimate goal of union with
the source of all Truth. In Book Two of the Masnavi, the second of six volumes, we travel with Rumi toward an
understanding of the deeper truth and reality, beyond the limits of the self. Alan Williams's authoritative new
translation is rendered in highly readable blank verse and includes the original Persian text for reference. True to
the spirit of Rumi's poem, this new translation establishes the Masnavi as one of the world's great literary
achievements for a global readership. Translated with an introduction, notes and analysis by Alan Williams and
including the Persian text edited by Mohammad Este'lami.

Mawlānā Mawdūdī - Khurshid Ahmad - 1979
A booklet on select features of the life and thought of the great scholar and leader of the Islamic Movement.
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Quran E Karim - Justice Mufti Taqi Usmani - 2016-09-08
A LIST OF THE NAMES OF THE SURAH (CHAPTERS) OF THE QURAN-E-KARIM IN PART-1: 1. Al-Fatihah (The
Opening) 2. Al-Baqarah (The Cow) 3. Al-'Imran (The Family of Amran) 4. An-Nisa' (The Women) 5. Al-Ma'idah (The
Food) 6. Al-An'am (The Cattle) 7. Al-A'raf (The Elevated Places) 8. Al-Anfal (Voluntary Gifts) 9. Al-Bara'at / AtTaubah(The Immunity) 10. Yunus (Jonah) 11. Hud (Hud) 12. Yusuf (Joseph) 13. Ar-Ra'd (The Thunder) 14. Ibrahim
(Abraham) 15. Al-Hijr (The Rock) 16. An-Nahl (The Bee) 17. Bani Isra'il (The Israelites) 18. Al-Kahf (The Cave) 19.
Maryam (Mary) 20. Ta Ha (Ta Ha) 21. Al-Anbiya' (The Prophets) 22. Al-Hajj (The Pilgrimage)
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Al Jihad Fil Islam - Sayyid Abul A'la Maududi - 2017-08-13
The English translation of a masterpiece by Sayyid Abul Aala Maududi. The book deals with not only the Islamic
perspective on warfare (jihad) but also presents a comparative study of the concept of "just war" in various
theologies, such as Judaism, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism.
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Quran - Talal Itani - 2014-08-17
Perhaps the best Quran English translation. It is clear, easy to read, and very faithful to the Arabic original. It
closely follows the Arabic text, and often reminds the reader of the Arabic original. It uses today's English
language, and today's English vocabulary, thus it is easy to read and understand. The flow is smooth, the sentence
structure is simple, the meaning is clear. This Quran translation has no interpretations, no footnotes, and no
explanations. It is a pure translation of the Quran, from Arabic to English, and it does not try to emphasize any
school of thought. The text purely and accurately translates the Holy Quran, from Arabic, into contemporary
English. It was translated by a Muslim, who saw firsthand the miracles inside the Quran. His native language is
Arabic; his everyday language is American English. For 15 years, he studied the Quran. For many years, he
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The Holy Quran: English Translation of the Meanings - Abdullah Yusuf Ali - 2016-08-05
The Quran is among the most influential books in the history of literature, and is a source of Islam. This
translation by Sir Yusuf Ali is one of the most widely known and used in the English-speaking world.
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The Quran is among the most influential books in the history of literature, and is a source of Islam. This
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truth, confirming the Books descended before him. And He brought down the Torah and the Gospel". However,
An accessible and accurate translation of the Quran that offers a rigorous analysis of its theological, metaphysical,
historical, and geographical teachings and backgrounds, and includes extensive study notes, special introductions
by experts in the field, and is edited by a top modern Islamic scholar, respected in both the West and the Islamic
world. Drawn from a wide range of traditional Islamic commentaries, including Sunni and Shia sources, and from
legal, theological, and mystical texts, The Study Quran conveys the enduring spiritual power of the Quran and
offers a thorough scholarly understanding of this holy text. Beautifully packaged with a rich, attractive two-color
layout, this magnificent volume includes essays by 15 contributors, maps, useful notes and annotations in an easyto-read two-column format, a timeline of historical events, and helpful indices. With The Study Quran, both
scholars and lay readers can explore the deeper spiritual meaning of the Quran, examine the grammar of difficult
sections, and explore legal and ritual teachings, ethics, theology, sacred history, and the importance of various
passages in Muslim life. With an introduction by its general editor, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, here is a nearly 2,000page, continuous discussion of the entire Quran that provides a comprehensive picture of how this sacred work
has been read by Muslims for over 1,400 years.

The Study Quran - Seyyed Hossein Nasr - 2015-11-17
Islam considers that with the exception of the Quran, all the holy books have been falsified by man. Verse 75 of
Sura 2 goes in this direction: "- Well, do you hope [Muslims] that such people [the Jews] will share your faith with
you? while a group of them; after having heard and understood the word of Allah, knowingly falsified it. "This
present work is a translation into English of the meaning of the verses of the Quran made by Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan.
The Moslem Doctrine of God - Samuel Zwemer - 2009-07-04
In his zeal to convert Muslims to Christianity, Zwemer was unmatched and this book helps to explain why. Not shy
about admitting that the three major monotheistic religions share the concept of one God, he begins an
examination of Islamic ideas about God, from a Christian perspective. Starting with the premise of the singularity
of Allah, Zwemer discusses the Muslim ideas of the divine essence. In a chapter about the ninety-nine names of
Allah he explores the similarity to the rosary and Islamic ideas of divine justice. Passing next to the attributes of
Allah, Zwemer examines and analyzes what Muslims assert regarding God. In further chapters he deals with how
Allah interacts with the world, the concept of the Trinity, and predestination. Determining that the completed idea
of God in Islam is incomplete, Zwemer concludes with a case for the God of Christianity.
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Muhammad (S) Is the Last Prophet - Allamah Sayyid Sa'eed Akhtar Rizvi - XKP - 2015-11-05
This text is a response to the erroneous Ahmadiyya (Qadiani) beliefs about the alleged prophet-hood of Mirza
Ghulam Ahmad. It discusses in depth the finality of prophet-hood with Prophet Muhammad in light of the Qur'an
and traditions (ahadith). It also refutes the claims that connect Imam Mahdi with Mirza Ghulam Ahmad.
ISLAMICMOBILITY.COM al-islam.org Published by: Bilal Muslim Mission of Tanzania Dar-Es-Salaam TanzaniaThis book is one of the many Islamic publications distributed by Ahlulbayt Organization throughout the
world in different languages with the aim of conveying the message of Islam to the people of the world. Ahlulbayt
Organization (www.shia.es) is a registered Organization that operates and is sustained through collaborative
efforts of volunteers in many countries around the world, and it welcomes your involvement and support. Its
objectives are numerous, yet its main goal is to spread the truth about the Islamic faith in general and the Shia
School of Thought in particular due to the latter being misrepresented, misunderstood and its tenets often
assaulted by many ignorant folks, Muslims and non-Muslims. Organization's purpose is to facilitate the
dissemination of knowledge through a global medium, the Internet, to locations where such resources are not
commonly or easily accessible or are resented, resisted and fought! In addition, For a complete list of our
published books please refer to our website (www.shia.es) or send us an email to info@shia.es

The Meaning of the Glorious Koran - Marmaduke William Pickthall - 1953
A translation of the Koran into English by a native English speaker. Pickthall meant the work to convey the
meaning of the Koran rather than to serve as a replacement for reading it in Arabic. He believed that "the Koran
cannot be translated". The structure includes a short introduction summarizing the life of Mohammed and
explaining the organization of the surahs (in the order that Mohammed preferred them rather than by
chronological revelation or by consistent theme). The copy of the Koran that Pickthall used was written in 1246
C.E. by Al-Hajj Muhammad Shakarzâdeh from Turkey.
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the 12th-century work, translated from the Arabic.
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40 Hadith Of Imam An-Nawawi - Yahya Ibn Sharaf An-Nawawi - 2021-03-26
The 40 Hadith of Imam Nawawi is a popular collection of hadiths pertaining to basic tenets of Islam, summarizing
the teachings of Islam and the character of the Prophet (sallallaahu `alayhi wa sallam). It has been widely studied
in traditional Arabic circles of learning and continues to be one of the basic subjects taught in Islamic courses
throughout the world today. This book contains the Arabic text and three various English translations.
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Process of Islamic Revolution - S. Abul Ala Maududi - 1990-07-01

Selections from the Comprehensive Exposition of the Interpretation of the Verses of the Qur'an Muhammad ibn Jarir Tabari - 2017-08-03
Tabari's Comprehensive Exposition of the Interpretation of the Verses of the Qur'an, also known as Tabari's
Tafsir, is one of the great monuments of classical Arabic and Islamic scholarship which, over a millennium, has
been a fundamental reference work for scholars engaged in the tradition of Qur'anic exegesis. This two-volume
translation focuses on thirty selected verses and Suras, or Chapters, associated with special merits and blessings
and also includes Tabari's own introduction to the Comprehensive Exposition.
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A masterful translation of the Qur'an which includes a selection of notes to aid understanding by Abul A'la
Mawdudi.
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Selections from the Comprehensive Exposition of the Interpretation of the Verses of the Qur'an Muhammad ibn Jarir Tabari - 2017-08-03
Tabari's Comprehensive Exposition of the Interpretation of the Verses of the Qur'an, also known as Tabari's
Tafsir, is one of the great monuments of classical Arabic and Islamic scholarship which, over a millennium, has
been a fundamental reference work for scholars engaged in the tradition of Qur'anic exegesis. This two-volume
translation focuses on thirty selected verses and Suras, or Chapters, associated with special merits and blessings
and also includes Tabari's own introduction to the Comprehensive Exposition.

The Wisdom of the Qur'an - Oneworld Publications - 2000-01
The Quran is the source of God's wisdom for Muslims throughout the world.his is a collection of extracts offering
insight into a wide array of issues,rom marriage to the divinity of God.
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DUAs for Success - Ibn Al-Jazari - 2018-09-28
This DUA book packs many DUAs (Prayers) that you will need for your life's various situations. These include
prayers that ask Allah (God) for the ease of one's difficulties, blessings for self and family, increase in Rizq (life's
provisions), relief from anxiety and calmness in hearts and many more. This book contains specially selected
prayers (invocations and supplications to God) that are suitable for asking God for relief from burdens and
difficulties and asking for success and happiness in this life and the hereafter. These DUAs are taken both from
the Quran and Hadith of the Prophet (peace be Upon Him).
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The Quran - Allah - 2019-11
The Quran is the sacred text of Islam. For Muslims, it is the word of the one God. The Quran was revealed to the
last prophet and messenger Muḥammad ( )محمدfrom the year 610 until his death in 632 by the angel Gabriel
()جبريل. According to the Quran, Allah is the author of all the sacred books of the three monotheistic religions that
are Islam, Christianity, and Judaism. He thus revealed the Gospel to the penultimate prophet Jesus and the Torah
to the prophet Moses. We read thus in verse 3 of sura 3: "He brought down on you the Book (the Quran) with the
truth, confirming the Books descended before him. And He brought down the Torah and the Gospel". However,
Islam considers that with the exception of the Quran, all the holy books have been falsified by man. Verse 75 of
Sura 2 goes in this direction: "- Well, do you hope [Muslims] that such people [the Jews] will share your faith with
you? while a group of them; after having heard and understood the word of Allah, knowingly falsified it. "This
present work is a translation into English of the meaning of the verses of the Quran made by Maulana Wahiduddin
Khan.
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last prophet and messenger Muḥammad ( )محمدfrom the year 610 until his death in 632 by the angel Gabriel
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Al- Baḥr Al-Madīd - Aḥmad ibn Muḥammad Ibn ʻAjībah - 2009
Providing commentary on three oft-recited chapters of the Holy Qur'an, this excerpt of the monumental discourse
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by 18th-century mystic and scholar Ahmad ibn 'Ajiba presents both an example of Islamic erudition based on
traditional sources as well as insight into his own personal journey of discovery. Each verse is expounded upon
with an exoteric explanation as well as related with an esoteric commentary to the mystic path of Islam, Sufism.
As one of the few scholarly translations of traditional Qur'anic exegesis, this volume affords the previously
unacquainted access not only to how educated Muslims have understood the dominant themes of these three
chapters since the earliest days of Islam but also to how traditional Sufic sources have viewed the same themes in
respect to the microcosm of the soul and the journey towards God.
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